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Abstract: The transmitter and receiver of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) bistatic synthetic aperture
radar (Bi-SAR) are respectively carried on different UAV platforms, which has the advantages of
flexible movement and strong concealment, and has broad application prospects in remote sensing
fields. However, the range cell migration (RCM) and azimuth non-linear phase (ANP) of UAV Bi-SAR
are seriously spatially variant along the range and azimuth directions, while the UAV Bi-SAR has a
short operating range, complex trajectory and wide azimuth beam. Aiming at the problem that the
RCM and ANP of UAV Bi-SAR in spotlight mode are difficult to correct and equalize due to the severe
two-dimensional (2D) spatial variation, an RCM correction (RCMC) and ANP equalization (ANPE)
method based on Doppler domain blocking is proposed. First, the azimuth spatial variance of RCM
is eliminated by Doppler blocking, and the range spatial variant RCMC is realized by RNCS. Second,
by combining Doppler blocking with azimuth nonlinear chirp scaling (ANCS), this method can adapt
to ANPE with larger width and more severe spatial variation. At last, the criteria of Doppler blocking
are given in detail, and the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by UAV Bi-SAR real data
and computer simulation.

Keywords: UAV Bi-SAR; 2D spatial variance; Doppler blocking; non-linear chirp scaling; imaging
algorithm

1. Introduction

UAV Bi-SAR operates on distributed platforms [1–3] which provides four advantages
over monostatic SAR (Mo-SAR), that is: (1) it breaks through the limitation that Mo-SAR
cannot image in forward-looking mode [4]; (2) it enables the acquisition of multi-angle
scattering information [5] of targets and has benefits for detecting single-angle invisible
targets and target classification [6]; (3) the configuration allows the transmitter and receiver
to be placed separately, which provides an important guarantee for military security [7];
(4) UAVs are small, flexible, cost-effective, and easy to deploy, making them a popular SAR
carrier platform today.

However, there are two problems caused by UAV Bi-SAR system, that is: (1) the
unique shift-variant configuration of Bi-SAR and spotlight mode results in the azimuth
variation of azimuth-focusing parameters (AFP); (2) the small size of the antenna carried
by the UAV results in an azimuth wide beam, which leads to the severe azimuth spatial
variation of the AFP. These problems make the design of the SAR imaging algorithm more
difficult.

Currently, there are three kinds of imaging algorithms for Bi-SAR: time domain, wave
number domain and frequency domain algorithm. Back-projection algorithm (BPA) is a
time domain algorithm with strong robustness and high accuracy; that is, it has a simple
processing procedure and is not affected by Bi-SAR distributed configuration. But it is too
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computational to apply in a real-time processing system when the range of the imaging
scene is large. For the fast time domain algorithm [8,9] of Bi-SAR, Xie proposed fast
factorized back-projection algorithm (FFBPA) [10–12] based on the elliptic model, which
greatly reduces the computational complexity and has a small loss of algorithm accuracy.
However, for large scene imaging, the amount of computation is still too large to accept, so
the time-domain imaging algorithm is difficult to apply in real-time image processing [13].

Wave number domain algorithms are represented by the polar format algorithm (PFA)
and ω-k algorithm. The PFA [14–17] can adapt to the curved track, and has high compu-
tational efficiency. However, due to the influence of wavefront curvature, the imaging
scene of the polar format algorithm is limited. In order to solve the problem of defocusing
caused by wavefront curvature of objects on the edge of the scene, scholars proposed the
azimuth spatial variant filtering method to eliminate the wavefront curvature of UAV
Bi-SAR PFA [18,19]. However, obtaining the wavefront curvature phase compensation
filter requires point-by-point interpolation, which greatly increases the computational com-
plexity of the algorithm. The ω-k algorithm [20–22] cannot adapt to the non-linear track,
and it requires the stolt interpolation, which requires a large amount of computation and
cannot adapt to large scene applications. Although there are some improved algorithms
for the stolt interpolation, they will correspondingly lose some accuracy and are difficult to
adapt to the imaging needs of UAV Bi-SAR configurations. Therefore, the existing wave
number domain imaging algorithms still have the limitations of small imaging scene and
low computational efficiency.

Compared to time domain and wave number domain algorithms, frequency-domain
imaging algorithms have relatively low computational complexity and high accuracy [23],
and can be effectively combined with the motion compensation algorithm, which is suitable
for real-time imaging processing. But there are two difficulties in imaging algorithm design
of UAV Bi-SAR: (1) the RCM and ANP of Bi-SAR in shift-variant configuration and spotlight
mode have 2D spatial variation; (2) the antenna of UAV Bi-SAR has a wide beamwidth,
which makes the azimuth variation of RCM and ANP more severe.

To solve the problem of 2D spatial variant RCM and ANP, many scholars have con-
ducted research. Frank H. Wong [24] proposed a Bi-SAR ANCS algorithm. This algorithm
removes the linear term of RCM, which effectively reducing the range–azimuth coupling
and then uses ANCS for ANPE. However, this algorithm does not consider the 2D spatial
variation of range curving and RCM high-order terms, and can only adapt to the imaging
requirements of low-range resolution systems. Qiu Xiaolan [25] used range nonlinear chirp
scaling (RNCS) to remove the range variation of Bi-SAR RCM, and then used ANCS [26–29]
to solve the 2D spatial variation of ANP. Without considering the azimuth spatial variation
of RCM, this method struggles to adapt to the imaging scene with severe azimuth spatial
variation. Wu Junjie [30] put forward the ANCS imaging algorithm based on keystone
transform, which uses keystone transform to remove 2D spatial variant range cell walking
(RCW), and then uses ANCS for azimuth focusing. This algorithm improves the focusing
effect of shift-variant Bi-SAR, while it still does not consider the azimuth spatial variant
range curving and RCM high-order terms. Wang Zhanze [31] proposed an extended 2D
non-linear chirp scaling (NLCS) method to solve the problem of the range spatial variant of
RCM and the azimuth spatial variant of ANP. However, the algorithm ignores the azimuth
spatial variation of RCM curving and high-order terms and the AFP spatial variant model
errors of ANCS under strong azimuth spatial variation of ANP. None of the above methods
can solve the imaging problem of UAV Bi-SAR with a large scene in the shift-variant
configuration and spotlight mode.

In this paper, an imaging algorithm based on Doppler blocking and 2D NLCS is
proposed. Firstly, the keystone transform is applied to range walking correction (RWC)
to remove the strong coupling between range and azimuth direction, making it more
convenient for subsequent processing in the Doppler domain. Then, Doppler blocking
is performed. Under the reasonable blocking case, the azimuth variation of the range
curving and RCM high-order terms within the block can be ignored, and the accuracy of
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the azimuth spatial variant AFP model is sufficient. Three Doppler blocking criteria are
given in detail. Based on three criteria, we can theoretically calculate the most reasonable
number of blocks. RNCS and ANCS are performed in the block to remove the range spatial
variation of RCM and the azimuth spatial variation of ANP, respectively. Finally, after
azimuth deramp, a well-focused sub-block image is obtained. Then, sub-block fusion
is performed to obtain a complete image result. In general, the imaging algorithm can
effectively correct the azimuth variation of RCM and avoid the accuracy degradation of
ANCS, large positional distortion and defocusing caused by support area movement after
ANCS under strong spatial variation of ANP.

This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 establishes the slant range model, echo
model and spatial variant AFP model for UAV Bi-SAR. Section 3 proposes a imaging
algorithm combined with Doppler blocking and 2D NLCS, and the criteria of Doppler
blocking are given in detail. Section 4 shows the processing results of the simulation and
real data of UAV Bi-SAR to validate the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 5 draws
the conclusions.

2. Models
2.1. Slant Range Model

The transmitter and receiver both contribute to the slant range history of UAV Bi-
SAR, which is the sum of radicals. Unlike the Mo-SAR, whose derivation of the signal
spectrum is based on the single radical model, the form of the Bi-SAR slant range history
model is complex double radicals, so it is difficult to use the phase of stationary principle
(POSP) to solve the stationary phase point directly. Usually, Taylor expansion and series
inversion [32] are combined to solve the stationary phase point and derive the spectrum of
the Bi-SAR echo.

Consider an imaging scene of UAV Bi-SAR, as shown in Figure 1. P1, P2, which are
distributed at the same range position, are close-range targets. Meanwhile, P3, P4 are far-
range targets, which are also distributed at the same range position. P1, P3 are distributed
at the same azimuth position, and so are P2, P4. P0 represents the center point target of the
scene, and P(x, y, 0) represents any position’s target in the scene, whose slant history is
expressed as

R(ta; x, y) =
√
(Xt + Vtxta − x)2 +

(
Yt + Vtyta − y

)2
+ (Zt + Vtzta)

2

+

√
(Xt + Vtxta − x)2 +

(
Yt + Vtyta − y

)2
+ (Zt + Vtzta)

2
(1)

where (Xt, Yt, Zt) is the coordinate position of transmitter at azimuth zero time, and
(Xr, Yr, Zr) is the one of the receivers. It can be obtained by sorting the Equation (1)
according to the power of azimuth time as

R(ta; x, y) =
√

R2
t0 + ut1ta + ut2t2

a +
√

R2
r0 + ur1ta + ur2t2

a (2)

where
Rt0 =

√
(Xt − x)2 + (Yt − y)2 + (Zt − z)2

ut1 = 2(Xt − x)Vtx + 2(Yt − y)Vty + 2(Zt − z)Vtz

ut2 = V2
tx + V2

ty + V2
tz

Rr0 =

√
(Xr − x)2 + (Yr − y)2 + (Zr − z)2

ut1 = 2(Xr − x)Vrx + 2(Yr − y)Vry + 2(Zr − z)Vrz

ut2 = V2
rx + V2

ry + V2
rz

(3)
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It is difficult to solve the stationary phase point since the form of double radicals,
so the Formula (2) can be expressed using Taylor expansion and kept in the fourth-order
as follows:

RTaylor(ta; x, y) = Rbis(x, y) + k1(x, y)ta + k2(x, y)t2
a + k3(x, y)t3

a + k4(x, y)t4
a (4)

where
Rbis = Rt0 + Rr0, fdc = −

k1

λ

k1 =
ut1
2Rt

+
ur1

2Rr

k2 =
ut2

2Rt
+

ur2

2Rr
−

u2
t1

8R3
t
−

u2
r1

8R3
r

k3 = −ut1ut2

4R3
t
− ur1ur2

4R3
r

+
u3

t1
16R5

t
+

u3
r1

16R5
r

k4 = −ut1ut2

4R3
t
− ur1ur2

4R3
r

+
u3

t1
16R5

t
+

u3
r1

16R5
r

(5)

The coefficients of the Taylor expansion have their own meanings. Specifically, Rbis
represents the range position of the target after 2D focusing in RD plane, and the sum of
all quantities in formula (4) except for Rbis means RCM. λ means the wave length of the
RF signal. k1 contains the information of range walking term and Doppler center fdc, that
is, the azimuth position of target in RD plane. k2, k3 and k4 are collectively referred to as
AFP, because they contain the information of azimuth non-linear phase, which cause large
bandwidth in the Doppler domain. Also, they include the message of range curving and
high-order RCM terms.

Figure 1. The relationship of UAV Bi-SAR imaging scene and slant range history.

The difference between Formulas (2) and (4) is the slant range model error, which
depends on the order of Taylor expansion. Generally, the higher order expansion we
use, the higher accuracy we obtain. UAV Mo-SAR usually uses the second-order slant
range model. However, the second-order slant range model cannot meet the imaging
requirements of Bi-SAR. The slant range history errors corresponding to the second-order,
third-order and fourth-order slant range models for scene edge points P1, P2, P3, P4 and
center point P0 are shown in Figure 2.

It is generally agreed that the RCM error should not exceed half the range unit, and
the phase error should not exceed pi/4. In the Ku band, the wavelength is 0.02 m and the
range unit is 0.25 m in this article. Under the condition of precisely meeting the RCM error
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requirement, the phase error can reach approximately 40 radians, far exceeding the phase
error requirement. Therefore, the phase error requirement is stricter than the RCM error
requirement, and the model that meets the phase error requirement must meet the RCM
error requirement. In the synthetic aperture time of 6 s, the maximum phase error caused
by the second-order slant model is close to 62.8 radians, which is far from meeting the
imaging requirements, and the phase error of the third-order model is about 2.5 radians,
which is still not satisfy the requirement. While the phase error of the fourth-order model
is less than 0.07 radians, which has sufficient precision. Therefore, in this paper, the slant
range model is a fourth-order model.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2. Taylor expansion error of slant range history of scene edge points P1, P2, P3, P4 and
center point P0 using different order models. (a) Two-order model case. (b) Three-order model case.
(c) Four-order model case.

2.2. UAV Bi-SAR Echo Model

The 2D time domain demodulated UAV Bi-SAR echo of target P(x, y) in spotlight
mode is expressed as

s(ta, tr)= rect

(
tr − R(ta ;x,y)

c
Tp

)
rect

(
ta

Ts

)

× exp

{
jπKr

(
tr −

R(ta; x, y)
c

)2
− j

2π

λ
R(ta; x, y)

} (6)

where tr and ta mean range time and azimuth time, Tp and Ts mean transmitting signal
duration and sub-aperture duration, Kr means range chirp rate, λ means the wavelength of
radar system, c means the speed of light.

Then, we perform range-matching filtering on the echo, and approximate the slant
range history to Taylor expansion model according to the discussion in Section 2.1. The
result is as follows.

s(ta, tr) = sinc

 tr −
RTaylor(ta ;x,y)

c
Tp

rect
(

ta

Ts

)
× exp

{
−j

2π

λ
RTaylor(ta; x, y)

}
(7)

where sinc(·) and exp(·) represent the envelope and phase term of echo, respectively.
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2.3. Spatial Variant AFP Model

Generally, in the SAR frequency domain imaging algorithm, the problem of spatial
variation we discuss refers to the range-azimuth 2D spatial variation of RCM and ANP. In
former analysis, we know that the spatial variation characteristics of AFP determine the
spatial variation characteristics of RCM and ANP, that is, by modeling AFP, a unified spatial
variation description of RCM and ANP can be achieved. The required model accuracy of
AFP depends on the upper tolerance error limit of RCM and ANP.

Next, this article will analyze the 2D spatial variation modeling of AFP from the
perspectives of RCM and ANP. In this article, we use NLCS to eliminate the variation of
RCM and ANP. NLCS is a compensation method based on spatial variant AFP polynomial
fitting models, so this method has errors whose size determines the quality of the imaging
results. It is necessary to conduct error analysis on spatial variant AFP models, so as to
design the most suitable spatial variant polynomial model for RCMC and ANPE.

2.3.1. 2D Spatial Variant RCM

SAR imaging generally requires that the residual RCM after compensation should not
exceed half of the range unit. According to Formulas (4) and (7), the RCM of the target
P(Rbis, fdc) (he coordinates here are mapped from the ground plane to the range-Doppler
plane) point can be expressed as

Rrcm(ta; Rbis, fdc) = k1( fdc)ta + k2(Rbis, fdc)t2
a + k3(Rbis, fdc)t3

a + k4(Rbis, fdc)t4
a (8)

where the first term is the linear term of azimuth time ta, which is called the range-walking
term; the second term is called the range-curving term; the third, fourth and other terms
neglected in Formula (8) are referred to as the higher-order term of RCM.

The values of these terms change with Rbis, fdc, and we call it the 2D spatial variation
of RCM. The value scaling of azimuth time ta is [−Ts/2, Ts/2]. According to Formula (8),
the spatial variation of RCM will be more serious with the increase of synthetic aperture
time. As long as the maximum residual RCM corresponding to ta = ±Ts/2 is not more than
half of the resolution unit, the spatial variant model is considered to meet the demand. In
this paper, the spatial variation of RCM in 6 s synthetic aperture time is investigated.

Due to the use of RNCS, we should consider the order of AFP polynomial fitting along
range direction, and the details about RNCS will be introduced later. Here, we use least
squares (LS) method to estimate the coefficients of each order term of polynomial fitting.
Distinguished with ANCS, because RCM of each order term is independent with range
time tr, the AFP of each order can be fitted in the same order, that is

k2 = k20r + k21r(Rbis − Rbis,c) + k22r(Rbis − Rbis,c)
2

k3 = k30r + k31r(Rbis − Rbis,c) + k32r(Rbis − Rbis,c)
2

k4 = k40r + k41r(Rbis − Rbis,c) + k42r(Rbis − Rbis,c)
2

(9)

where kijr means the jth order coefficient of ith order of AFP, and Rbis,c means the reference
range of whole scene. Then, we convert the AFP spatial variant model error to maximum
RCM error.

First-order and second-order fitting of AFP along the range direction are considered
here, and the corresponding fitting error results are shown in Figure 3. The maximum
error of the first-order fitting is 0.3 m, while the second-order fitting is only about 0.05 m.
Therefore, under the requirements of 0.25 m resolution imaging in this paper, second-order
fitting is adequate. That is to say, the accuracy of the range spatial variant AFP model
applied to RCNS is sufficient.

2.3.2. 2D Spatial Variant ANP

SAR imaging generally requires that the quadratic residual phase after azimuth focus-
ing should not exceed π/4, the cubic residual phase should not exceed π/8, the quartic
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phase should not exceed π/16. According to Formulas (4) and (7), and ignoring linear and
constant phase terms, the azimuth phase of target P(Rbis, fdc, 0) can be expressed as

φazi(ta; Rbis, fdc) = −
2π

λ
k2(Rbis, fdc)t2

a −
2π

λ
k3(Rbis, fdc)t3

a −
2π

λ
k4(Rbis, fdc)t4

a (10)

where λ is the wavelength of the carrier, the quadratic term of ta corresponding to
k2(Rbis, fdc) is called the quadratic phase, the cubic term of ta corresponding to k3(Rbis, fdc)
is called the cubic phase and the quartic term of ta corresponding to k4(Rbis, fdc) is called
the quartic phase.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Polynomial fitting error of spatial variant RCM using different order models. (a) Polynomial
fitting error of RCM using first-order model along range direction. (b) Polynomial fitting error of
RCM using second-order model along range direction.

In this paper, we use Ku band for high-resolution SAR imaging. It can be seen from
Formulas (8) and (10) that the residual RCM will be magnified by hundreds of times on
the phase because of the short wavelength. The spatial variation of the azimuth phase
in a 6 s synthetic aperture time is investigated. Since the azimuth linear phase spatial
variation contains the azimuth position information, it does not need compensation and
removal. Here, only the quadratic, cubic and quartic phase spatial variations are discussed.
According to the discussion in Section 2.3.1, as long as the corresponding maximum
quadratic, cubic and quartic phase compensation error does not exceed π/4, π/8 and π/16
respectively, the spatial variant model is considered to meet the imaging requirements.

Similarly, we can model as follows.

k2 = k20a + k21a( fdc − fdc,c) + k22a( fdc − fdc,c)
2

k3 = k30a + k31a( fdc − fdc,c)

k4 = k40a

(11)

where kija means the jth order coefficient of ith order of AFP in azimuth direction, and fdc,c
means the azimuth position of the reference target in whole scene. Then, we convert the
AFP spatial variant model error to maximum ANP error.

Also, because of the ANCS, like the consideration of RNCS, we should analyse the
fitting polynomial of k2, k3 and k4. The polynomial fitting of the quadratic phase is carried
out in Figure 4, and the fitting error is up to 7 radians, exceeding π/4, while the second-
order fitting error is not more than 0.025 radians. The first-order fitting maximum error of
the cubic phase is about 1 radian, exceeding π/8. The zero-order fitting maximum error of
quartic phase is about 0.5 radians, exceeding π/16. Therefore, under the requirements of
SAR imaging, although we perform second-order fitting on the quadratic phase, first-order
fitting on the cubic phase and zero-order fitting on the quartic phase, the accuracy of the
azimuth spatial variant AFP is not enough. That is, the accuracy of ANCS will be challenged.
So, we will introduce Doppler blocking to solve this problem in the following text.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Polynomial fitting error of spatial variant azimuth phase using different order models.
(a) Polynomial fitting error of quadratic phase using first-order model along azimuth direction.
(b) Polynomial fitting error of quadratic phase using second-order model along azimuth direc-
tion. (c) Polynomial fitting error of cubic phase using first-order model along azimuth direction.
(d) Polynomial fitting error of quartic phase using zero-order model along azimuth direction.

3. Imaging Algorithm

A traditional frequency domain imaging algorithm for spotlight SAR is mainly divided
into three steps: range compression, RCMC and azimuth deramp. In this article, on this
basis, we propose an imaging algorithm based on Doppler blocking and 2D NLCS to
eliminate the spatial variation of RCM and ANP effectively. And this method can adapt to
severe azimuth spatial variation environment for UAV Bi-SAR while traditional methods
and some contrast methods like [30,31] cannot. Specifically, we divide RCMC into two
parts: RWC and residual RCMC. First, we compensate the bulk term of RCM and second
range compression (SRC). Second, we use keystone transform to perform 2D spatial variant
RWC. Third, Doppler blocking is carried on, and 2D NLCS is performed in Doppler
blocks purposely to achieve two keys. The first key is to reduce azimuth spatial variation
of residual RCM so that it can be neglected. And the second key is reducing the spatial
variation model error of ANCS to meet the imaging requirements and solve image distortion
and false targets problems caused by traditional ANCS by the way. In order to distinguish
from traditional ANCS, we call this method frequency division ANCS. Then, in Doppler
blocks, we use RNCS to eliminate range spatial variation of RCM as much as possible
and use ANCS to remove azimuth spatial variation of ANP. Finally, azimuth deramp is
performed to obtain a well-focused image.

3.1. RWC Based on Keystone Transform

Many articles have elaborated on the principle and processing of keystone transform
to remove the range walking of 2D spatial variation, and this operation is not the innovation
of this paper. So, we will briefly explain the principle and directly give processed results.
Keystone transform is widely used because it can provide nonparametric RWC. Its essence
is to scale azimuth time axis in range frequency domain to eliminate the coupling between
range frequency and azimuth time, namely, keep azimuth time axis unchanged at the zero
point of range frequency, stretch it where range frequency is positive, and shrink it where
range frequency is negative.
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The result of range Fourier transform and the bulk RWC of the demodulated echo
signal is as follows

s(ta, fr) = rect
(

fr

KrTp

)
rect

(
ta

Ts

)
× exp

{
−jπ

f 2
r

Kr
− j

2π( fc + fr)

c

(
Rbis +

(
k1 − k1re f

)
ta + k2t2

a + k3t3
a + k4t4

a

)} (12)

where fc and fr represent carrier frequency and range frequency, respectively. k1re f means
the first order coefficient of Taylor expansion of scene center reference target’s range history.
Kr means range chirp rate, and Tp represents range signal duration. Keystone transform
can be expressed as

ta =
fc

fc + fr
tm (13)

Substitute Formula (13) into Formula (12), and then perform Taylor expansion at the
range frequency zero point, that is

srwc(ta, fr) = rect
(

fr

KrTp

)
rect

(
ta

Ts

fc

fc + fr

)

× exp



− jπ
f 2
r

Kr
− j

2π

c
Rbis fr

− j
2π

λ

(
Rbis + k1ta + k2t2

a + k3t3
a + k4t4

a

)
− j

2π

c

(
−k2t2

a − 2k3t3
a − 3k4t4

a

)
fr − j

2π

fcc

(
k2t2

a + 3k3t3
a

)
f 2
r


(14)

It can be seen from Formula (14) that the third term (azimuth phase term) does not
change after keystone transform, which is convenient for us to perform azimuth deramp.
However, the residual RCM term has changed; in particular the coefficient of k3 and k4
have changed to not 1. And the spatial variation of fifth term (SRC term) can be ignored,
so only the spatial variation of RCM needs to be considered. This shows that keystone
transform can provide nonparametric RWC without changing the azimuth phase.

3.2. Azimuth Spatial Variant Residual RCMC Based on Doppler Blocking

The existing methods struggle to solve the 2D spatial variant problem of RCM. Thanks
to the NLCS algorithm, we can use it to complete the range spatial variant RCMC. For the
azimuth spatial variance, we proposed the method of azimuth spatial variant RCMC based
on Doppler blocking.

This section will introduce the Doppler blocking operation. The echo after RWC is
divided into several blocks, which reduces the scale of each block processing in Doppler
domain, so as to reduce the azimuth spatial variation of RCM to be negligible, and then
RCM of targets in the same block can be uniformly corrected. Doppler blocking can approxi-
mately distinguish the support domains of different targets based on the characteristics that
targets in different azimuth positions have, such as different Doppler centers in spotlight
mode. Taking a certain block as an example, since the blocking operation is carried out
before azimuth deramp, the energy of targets will be dispersed to different Doppler units,
so only part of the targets’ total energy will fall into the sub-block (i.e., the main region),
like point E as shown in Figure 5. A large amount of targets fall incompletely in the main
region, such as point A, B, C and D. In order to avoid these incomplete accumulation points,
overlapping areas are added between blocks, which are called side regions compared with
the main region, and each main region has two side regions above and below it. The size of
side regions is set to half of the maximum Doppler bandwidth of all targets in the scene to
ensure that all targets falling into the main region are complete accumulation points. The
Doppler center of target A is located at the edge of the main region in the nth block, and
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only half of its energy falls in the main area. Due to the side regions, its energy will all
fall into the nth block after the azimuth deramp. However, side regions will introduce the
energy of targets whose azimuth positions are outside the main area, such as point C and D.
But after azimuth focusing, the focused targets fall into the side region, so it is convenient
to remove these side region points, just retaining the main area. Thereby, one main region
and its adjacent two side regions are added together, which we call the actual processing
region. Our algorithm works one-by-one with these actual processing regions, and finally
discards the side regions, retains the main regions and splices the main regions together.

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of Doppler blocking.

Next, we introduce the principle of removing the intra-region azimuth spatial variant
residual RCM. First, the Doppler center of any point target in the scene must fall within a
main region or on its edge. In Figure 6a, point A is located in the side region and point B
is located in the main region. The whole energy of both targets is included in the actual
processing region. Then, the residual RCMC is performed in the azimuth time domain as
shown in Figure 6b. We assume the use of the AFP of the azimuth reference point will be
at a certain range in the main region for RCMC (in fact, we will not perform the azimuth
bulk RCMC in this way, as the bulk term will be compensated by range bulk RCMC and
range spatial variant RCMC, and this assumption is only made for the convenience of
illustration), then if the point target falls in the main region or on its edge, like point B,
under the condition of reasonable Doppler blocking, it should meet the condition that the
residual RCM can be ignored, compared as shown in Figure 6c. Under current assumptions,
specifically, the residual RCM of targets can be expressed as

∆resRCM = (k2 − k20a)t2
a + 2(k3 − k30a)t3

a + 3(k4 − k40a)t4
a

= ∆k2at2
a + 2∆k3at3

a + 3∆k4at4
a

(15)

where k2, k3 and k4 mean the AFP of targets, k20a, k30a and k40a mean the AFP at the azimuth
reference frequency fdc,c and a certain slant range Rbis and ∆k2a, ∆k3a and ∆k4a represent
the azimuth spatial variation of AFP. As shown in Figure 6c, ∆resRCMA and ∆resRCMB
mean the residual RCM of target A and B, respectively, after assumed azimuth bulk RCMC.

If the point target falls in the side region, like point A, the residual RCM cannot be
ignored at this time as shown in Figure 6c,d, and it is just discarded due to falling in the
side region after azimuth deramp. Therefore, the residual RCM after assumed azimuth
bulk RCMC for all targets in the main region should not exceed the tolerable upper limit
(the azimuth variations in different range units are different, and the azimuth residual RCM
of all targets in all different range units should meet this condition). Usually, the upper
limit is set to half of the range unit.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Azimuth spatial variant residual RCMC based on Doppler blocking. (a) RCM curve of
targets in RD plane. (b) RCM curve of targets in 2D time domain plane. (c) RCM curve of targets in 2D
time domain plane after the bulk RCMC. (d) RCM curve of targets in RD plane after the bulk RCMC.

In summary, the first advantage of Doppler blocking is to solve the problem of azimuth
spatial variation of RCM, so it is necessary to ensure that the azimuth spatial variation of
RCM within every block can be ignored, that is, to meet the

|∆k2a,n|
(

Ta

2

)2
+ 2|∆k3a,n|

(
Ta

2

)3
+ 3|∆k4a,n|

(
Ta

2

)4
≤ c

2 fs
, n = 1, 2, . . . , N (16)

where ∆k2a,n, ∆k3a,n and ∆k4a,n means azimuth spatial variant components of k2, k3 and
k4 relative to azimuth reference targets in all range units in the nth block, Ta means syn-
thetic aperture time and fs means range sampling rate. N represents the number of
Doppler blocks.

As we all know, the azimuth spatial variations of RCM between near and far range
points are quite different. Further speaking, azimuth spatial variation of near range points
is more serious. In order to ensure that the azimuth spatial variation of RCM within every
block can be ignored, for convenient, only ∆k2a,n, ∆k3a,n and ∆k4a,n of near range targets
should be considered in Formula (16). This ensures that ∆k2a,n, ∆k3a,n and ∆k4a,n of all
targets in the scene meet Formula (16).

3.3. Range Spatial Variant Residual RCMC Based on RNCS

After Doppler blocking, the azimuth spatial variation of RCM within the block can
be ignored, but the range spatial variation cannot be ignored. We use RNCS to remove
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the range spatial variation term of RCM. The following is a brief description of the RNCS
operation in spotlight mode.

First, polynomial fitting is carried out at the reference point along the range direction
for the spatial variant AFP in a block:

k2 = k20r + k21r(Rbis − Rbis,c) + k22r(Rbis − Rbis,c)
2

k3 = k30r + k31r(Rbis − Rbis,c) + k32r(Rbis − Rbis,c)
2

k4 = k40r + k41r(Rbis − Rbis,c) + k42r(Rbis − Rbis,c)
2

(17)

where k20r, k30r and k40r mean the bulk term and also mean the value of k2, k3 and k4 at
the reference point, respectively. k21r, k31r, k41r and k22r, k32r, k42r represent the coefficients
of the linear and quadratic terms of the expansion. Rbis,c means the range position of the
reference point.

Since the NLCS operation introduces additional range frequency linear term, quadratic
term and additional azimuth phase, in order to eliminate the range spatial variation of
RCM without introducing additional range frequency correlation term, it is necessary to
introduce an additional cubic term to compensate the correlation term introduced by RNCS.

For the signal after keystone transform and Doppler blocking, we perform range
Fourier transform firstly and then multiply the compensation phase by the following:

Hrp = exp
{

jπ
2
3

Yr f 3
r

}
(18)

where the additional cubic compensational factor Yr will be given in following text.
Then, we perform inverse Fourier transform in the range direction without considering

the azimuth phase term, and the signal expression is as follows.

srwc1(tr, ta,sub) = rect
(

tr − Rn/c
Tp

)
rect

(
ta,sub

Ts

)
× exp

{
jπKr

(
tr −

Rn

c

)2
+ jπ

2
3

YrK3
r

(
tr −

Rn

c

)3} (19)

where Rn means the RCM curve of targets after RWC, and its specific expression is given by

Rn = Rbis − k2t2
a,sub − 2k3t3

a,sub − 3k4t4
a,sub (20)

Secondly, we multiply the disturbance phase and the signal in Formula (19) in the
range time domain, and the phase is given by

Hrncs = exp

{
jπq2r

(
tr −

Rn,c

c

)2
+ jπ

2
3

q3r

(
tr −

Rn,c

c

)3
}

(21)

where Rn,c represents the RCM curve of the range reference target after RWC, and its
specific expression is like Formula (20) only if Rbis is substituted by Rbis,c and k2, k3 and k4
is replaced by k20r, k30r and k40r.

Based on the fact that the RCM spatial variation and the additional range frequency
correlation be zero after perturbation, the coefficients of the perturbation phase and the
additional cubic phase can be solved, which are given by

q2r = −Kr(k21rt2
a + 2k31rt3

a + 3k41rt4
a)

q3r ≈ −cKr(k22rt2
a + 2k32rt3

a + k42rt4
a)

Yr = q3r/(q2rK2
r )

(22)
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After RNCS, the matched filter also needs to be adjusted accordingly, that is

H f = exp

(
−jπ

2
3

YrK3
r + q3r

(Kr + q2r)
3 f 3

r + jπ
1

Kr + q2r
f 2
r

)
(23)

At the same time, the azimuth phase introduced by RNCS needs to be compensated
before the azimuth phase processing. This step is completed in the azimuth time domain,
that is, multiplied by

Hres = exp


− jπ

Krq2r

Kr + q2r

(
Rn − Rn,c

c

)2

− jπ
2
(
q3rK3

r −YrK3
r q3

2r
)

3(Kr + q2r)
3

(
Rn − Rn,c

c

)3

 (24)

3.4. Azimuth Spatial Variant ANPE Based on ANCS Combined with Doppler Blocking

After RCMC, only the ANP needs to be considered. ANCS makes use of the character-
istics of different support areas in Doppler domain of different targets, and compensates
for the corresponding phases of different positions in the Doppler domain, so that all
targets within the same range unit have the same AFP, which will be used to construct a
unified deramp function. The following will introduce the process of ANCS combined with
Doppler blocking in detail.

The signal after Doppler blocking and RCMC can be expressed as

srcmc(tr, ta,sub) = sin c
(

tr −
Rbis

c

)
rect

(
ta,sub

Ta

)
× exp

{
j2π fdc,subta,sub − j2π

Rbis
λ

}
× exp

{
j
2π

λ

(
−k2t2

a,sub − k3t3
a,sub − k4t4

a,sub

)} (25)

where ta,sub means the azimuth time in sub-blocks. In fact, the support area of ta,sub is
the same as ta. And fdc,sub means the azimuth position of targets in sub-blocks, which is
determined by the azimuth positions of targets before Doppler blocking and the center
positions of sub-blocks.

First, we multiply the signal by the compensation phase, whose role is consistent with
the compensation phase in Formula (18) of the above RNCS, and its expression is

Hap = exp
(
−j2π

Ya

λ
t3
a,sub

)
(26)

where the calculation method of Ya will be mentioned later.
Then, we carry out azimuth Fourier transform, and the processed signal in Doppler

domain is expressed as

srcmc1(tr, fa,sub)= sinc
(

tr −
Rbis

c

)
rect

(
fa,sub − fdc,sub

Ba

)
× exp

{
−j2π

Rbis
λ

}
× exp

{
j2π

(
u2( fa,sub − fdc,sub)

2 + u3( fa,sub − fdc,sub)
3

+ u4( fa,sub − fdc,sub)
4

)} (27)

where fa,sub means the azimuth frequency of sub-blocks, and its support area becomes
shorter because of Doppler blocking. According to POSP and series reversion, the coeffi-
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cients of quadratic, cubic and quartic phase in the Doppler domain can be determined by
the following expression. 

u2 = λ
1

4k2

u3 = λ2 k3 + Ya

8k3
2

u4 = λ3

(
−4k4k2 + 9(k3 + Ya)

2
)

64k5
2

(28)

The polynomial fitting of u2, u3 and u4 along the azimuth direction is as follows:
u2 = u20a + u21a fdc,sub + u22a f 2

dc,sub

u3 = u30a + u31a fdc,sub

u4 = u40a

(29)

Next, the disturbance phase is multiplied in Doppler domain,

Hancs = exp
(

j2πq3a f 3
a,sub + j2πq4a f 4

a,sub

)
(30)

where q3a, q4a represent the coefficients of disturbance phase.
According to the fact that the spatial variant ANP with the factor fdc,sub be zero after

perturbation, we can solve the coefficients of perturbation phase and addition cubic phase.
Note that the function of Ya is to balance the equation: 4q4a + u31a = 0.

q3a = −
u21a

3

q4a = −
u22a

6

Ya = −
q4a + 2u3

20ak31a

6u2
20au21a

− k30a

(31)

where 
k30a = k3(Rbis, fdc,sub)

∣∣
fdc,sub=0

k31a =
dk3(Rbis, fdc,sub)

d fdc,sub

∣∣∣∣
fdc,sub=0

(32)

After completing ANCS, the difference of targets’ AFP at different azimuth positions
is eliminated, and the unified azimuth reference function can be used for azimuth compres-
sion. Since the ANCS introduces addtional cubic and quartic phases, the azimuth reference
function is modified as follows.

Ha = exp


j
2π

λ
k20at2

a,sub + j
2π

λ

(
k30a +

8k3
20aq3a

λ2 + Ya

)
t3
a,sub

+ j
2π

λ

(
k40a +

36k2
20a(k30a + Ya)q3a

λ2 −
16k4

20aq4a

λ3 +
144k5

20aq2
3a

λ4

)
t4
a,sub

 (33)

where
k20a = k2(Rbis, fdc,sub)

∣∣
fdc,sub=0

k30a = k3(Rbis, fdc,sub)
∣∣

fdc,sub=0

k40a = k4(Rbis, fdc,sub)
∣∣

fdc,sub=0

(34)
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It is precisely because there are fitting errors in Formula (29), that is, there is accuracy
issue with the azimuth spatial variance AFP model, that we need to apply Doppler blocking
to solve it. And the upper limit of the tolerable error within the block will determine the
lower limit of the number of blocks. We will analyze the impact of fitting errors within the
sub-blocks on the azimuth deramp and provide the second criterion for Doppler blocking.

First, we rewrite the Formula (29) to the form with errors as
u2 = u20a + u21a fdc,sub + u22a f 2

dc,sub + δ1( fdc,sub)

u3 = u30a + u31a fdc,sub + δ2( fdc,sub)

u4 = u40a + δ3( fdc,sub)

(35)

where δ1( fdc,sub), δ2( fdc,sub) and δ3( fdc,sub) mean the polynomial fitting error of Doppler
AFP u2, u3 and u4 for the target at a certain azimuth position fdc,sub.

Combining Formulas (27), (29) and (31), we find that ANCS can accurately eliminate
the first-order and second-order fitting coefficients of the quadratic phase u21a, u22a, but the
first-order fitting coefficient of the cubic phase u31a is eliminated by Ya balancing equation,
which will not be valid in the presence of model errors. Therefore, the first-order fitting
coefficient of the cubic phase cannot be completely eliminated. Specifically, neglecting the
signal envelope term and constant phase term, only focusing on the non-constant phase
term, the phase of signal after ANCS in the case of existing errors is expressed as,

φancs( fa,sub) = exp


j2π



(
4q4a f 3

dc,sub + 3q3a f 2
dc,sub

)
( fa,sub − fdc,sub)

+ (u20a + δ1( fdc,sub))( fa,sub − fdc,sub)
2

+

(
u30a + q3a + δ2( fdc,sub)+

4q4a fdc,sub + u31a fdc,sub

)
( fa,sub − fdc,sub)

3

+ (u40a + q4a + δ3( fdc,sub))( fa,sub − fdc,sub)
4




(36)

where the first term in the Formula (36) is the spatial variant linear phase introduced by
ANCS, which can be eliminated in subsequent distortion correction (under appropriate
Doppler blocking, this linear phase will be very small, thus eliminating the need for
distortion correction in proposed algorithm); the second and fourth error terms are both
introduced by the lack of azimuth spatial variant AFP model accuracy; the third error term
is introduced by equation imbalance and lack of model accuracy.

Thus, the AFP errors in Doppler domain after ANCS can be obtained, as shown in
Formula (37). 

∆u2a,n = δ1( fdc,sub)

∆u3a,n = δ2( fdc,sub) + (4q4a + u31a) fdc,sub

∆u4a,n = δ3( fdc,sub)

(37)

where ∆u2a,n, ∆u3a,n and ∆u4a,n means the errors of spatial invariant AFP after ANCS and
in nth Doppler block.

Due to the time domain deramp imaging, we also need to convert the AFP errors in
Doppler domain ∆u2a,n, ∆u3a,n, ∆u4a,n to time domain based on POSP. So, we transform the
signal in Formula (36) into the azimuth time domain, and its expression is as follows.

φancs(ta,sub) = exp


j2π



fdc,sub(ta,sub + ∆ta,sub)+(
k̂2a,n + ∆k̂2a,n

)
(ta,sub + ∆ta,sub)

2+(
k̂3a,n + ∆k̂3a,n

)
(ta,sub + ∆ta,sub)

3+(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

)
(ta,sub + ∆ta,sub)

4




(38)
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where ∆ta,sub means the offset of time domain support area introduced by ANCS in
Formula (36), that is ∆ta,sub = 4q4a f 3

dc,sub + 3q3a f 2
dc,sub, and k̂2a,n, k̂3a,n and k̂4a,n mean the

time domain deramping function coefficients obtained from Doppler domain inverse cal-
culation without considering spatial variant AFP model fitting errors. ∆k̂2a,n, ∆k̂3a,n and
∆k̂4a,n mean the AFP errors before azimuth deramping (the superscript hat is used to
distinguish them from the coefficients in Formula (16), unlike these coefficients, the ones
with superscript hat represent the coefficients calculated through POSP inverse from the
Doppler domain AFP errors ∆u2a,n, ∆u3a,n and ∆u4a,n), as shown in Formula (37).

The azimuth deramping function is shown in Formula (33), and we find that due
to the offset of signal support area ∆ta,sub, the constructed uniform deramping function
introduces new phase errors, specifically as shown in Formula (39).

∆φ(ta,sub) = exp



j2π




fdc,sub + 2∆ta,sub

(
k̂2a,n + ∆k̂2a,n

)
+ 3∆t2

a,sub

(
k̂3a,n + ∆k̂3a,n

)
+ 4∆t3

a,sub

(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

)
ta,sub

∆k̂2a,n + 3∆ta,sub

(
k̂3a,n + ∆k̂3a,n

)
+

6∆t2
a,sub

(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

)
t2

a,sub+

(
∆k̂3a,n + 4∆ta,sub

(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

))
t3
a,sub+

∆k̂4a,nt4
a,sub





(39)

So, according to the discussion in Section 2.3.2 we can provide the second Doppler
blocking criterion, which can be expressed as

2π

λ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∆k̂2a,n + 3∆ta,sub

(
k̂3a,n + ∆k̂3a,n

)
+ 6∆t2

a,sub

(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(

Ta

2

)2
≤ π

4

2π

λ

∣∣∣∆k̂3a,n + 4∆ta,sub

(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

)∣∣∣(Ta

2

)3
≤ π

8

2π

λ

∣∣∣∆k̂4a,n

∣∣∣(Ta

2

)4
≤ π

16

, n = 1, 2, . . . , N (40)

Additionally, to avoid distortion correction, we require that the azimuth position
distortion of targets caused by the support area offset introduced by ANCS should not
exceed half of the azimuth unit, which is the third criterion for Doppler blocking.∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2∆ta,sub

(
k̂2a,n + ∆k̂2a,n

)
+ 3∆t2

a,sub

(
k̂3a,n + ∆k̂3a,n

)
+ 4∆t3

a,sub

(
k̂4a,n + ∆k̂4a,n

)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤

PRF
2Na

(41)

The number of Doppler blocks depends on the three criteria mentioned in
Formulas (16), (40) and (41). The minimum number of blocks Nmin that meet these three
criteria is the appropriate numbers of Doppler blocks. The intra-block azimuth spatial
variant RCM under this condition, the intra block azimuth spatial variant AFP model errors,
the support area movement in time domain caused by ANCS (i.e., the azimuth position
distortion in Doppler domain) and the ANP errors caused by the support area movement
can be ignored.

Finally, the SAR image can be obtained by azimuth Fourier transform. The whole
process of the imaging algorithm is shown in Figure 7. In actual scene SAR imaging, motion
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compensation is required before imaging, but motion compensation is not the key of this
article. So, we use preprocessed data to describe the raw data after motion compensation.

Figure 7. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

4. Simulation and Verification
4.1. Simulation

The Bi-SAR echo data of targets array is simulated and processed to verify the effective-
ness of the proposed algorithm. To verify the progressiveness of the proposed algorithm,
we choose an algorithm [31] proposed in the published literature to compare the imaging
performance. In echo simulation, the carrier frequency is 15 GHz, the bandwidth of the
transmitted chirp is 800 MHz, and the sub-aperture duration is 6 s. The geometry of Bi-SAR
and imaging scene is shown in Figure 8a. The transmitter and receiver fly along the y-axis
at different speeds, and Bi-SAR works in shift-variant configuration and squint spotlight
imaging mode. The size of imaging scene is 1000 m × 400 m as shown in Figure 8b (for
the convenience of describing the scene width, the distribution of targets in Figure 8 is
approximated as a rectangle, which is not the case in reality). There are nine targets in the
simulated echo, with equal range and Doppler interval distribution in the range–Doppler
plane. We only observe five of them, namely the scene center point P0 and four range-
azimuth edge points P1, P2, P3 and P4. The center target of scene P0 is at (2000, 500, 0) m.
Specific simulation system parameters are shown in Table 1.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Simulation geometry configuration. (a) The target array distribution and Bi-SAR geometry.
(b) The relationship between radar beam radiation scene range and flight path is given.
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Table 1. Simulation system parameters of UAV Bi-SAR.

Parameters Values Units

Carrier frequency 15 GHz
Pulse duration 3 µs

Range bandwidth 800 MHz
Sampling frequency 1200 MHz

Pulse repetition frequency 1000 Hz
Synthetic aperture time 6 s
Scene center coordinate (2000, 500, 0) m
Transmitter coordinates (1050, −550, 600) m

Receiver coordinates (850, −650, 450) m
Transmitter velocity 25 m/s

Receiver velocity 30 m/s

Figure 9 is the final processed image of the 3 × 3 points array with the proposed
algorithm. We perform 16x upsampling on the 4 edge points of the whole scene, and
their contour maps are shown in Figures 10 and 11. There are two groups of up-sampling
azimuth slice of point targets in Figure 12. The images in Figure 11 are processed according
to the algorithm in [31], and these targets are defocused mainly in azimuth directions, which
is caused by the residual azimuth spatial variant RCM and AFP. The images processed
by the proposed algorithm are focused well, as shown in Figure 10. Table 2 shows the
imaging evaluation results of the four edge points, which are in good agreement with the
theoretical values, where the theoretical range and azimuth resolution values are 0.166125 m
and 0.147667 Hz and the theoretical PSLR and ISLR values are −13.26 dB and −10.20 dB,
respectively. The simulation results are reasonable, indicating that the imaging algorithm is
effective.

Figure 9. Slant range image of point targets array processed with proposed method.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 10. Contours of imaging scene edge targets using proposed method. (a) P1, (b) P2, (c) P3,
(d) P4.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 11. Contours of imaging scene edge targets using existing method in [31]. (a) P1, (b) P2, (c) P3,
(d) P4.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 12. Azimuth slice of the contour map of scene edge targets. (a) P1, (b) P2, (c) P3, (d) P4. Blue
curves represent results processed using proposed method, red curves means results processed by
existing method in [31].

Table 2. Evaluation results of imaging simulation index of point targets.

Points Range
Resolution (m)

Azimuth
Resolution

(Hz)

Range PSLR
(dB)

Azimuth PSLR
(dB)

Range ISLR
(dB)

Azimuth ISLR
(dB)

P1 0.1641 0.1484 −12.97/−13.98 −13.32/−12.35 −10.54 −9.99
P2 0.1719 0.1458 −13.14/−13.63 −13.28/−13.11 −10.37 −10.18
P3 0.1719 0.1458 −13.82/−13.06 −13.12/−13.18 −10.40 −10.16
P4 0.1641 0.1484 −13.61/−13.14 −13.16/−13.28 −10.33 −10.20

To analyse the effect of Doppler blocking on azimuth spatial RCMC, the differences
between the residual RCM of targets in different azimuth position after RCMC with Doppler
blocking and without it are given in Figures 13 and 14. In Figure 13, we find that the azimuth
spatial variant range curving and RCM high-order terms are not compensated, which will
seriously affect the target focusing. While in Figure 14, we know that with Doppler blocking,
the residual RCM is not more than half a range unit length, that is, residual RCM is too small
to be ignored. The area between the two red lines is the original time domain support area,
and the area outside the red line is the newly support area after zeros-padding. The shift of
support area in Figure 13 is due to linear phase introduced by ANCS. Due to significant
movement of the support area in the time domain, false targets may occur in existing
method. To eliminate this problem, the zeros-padding operation is required, which will
also increase computational complexity. However, the proposed algorithm does not require
zeros-padding as shown in Figure 14 (The zeros-padding in Figure 14 is for the convenience
of observing the movement of its support domain, and there is no zeros-padding step in
the actual proposed algorithm). That is to say, the proposed method only needs to perform
Doppler blocking to solve the above pain points.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 13. RCM curve of scene edge targets after RCMC using existing method in [31]. (a) P1, (b) P2,
(c) P3, (d) P4.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14. RCM curve of scene edge targets after RCMC using proposed method. (a) P1, (b) P2, (c) P3,
(d) P4.

Considering the other advantage of Doppler blocking, we the simulate echo and
process it with the RCMC part of the proposed method and the AFPE part of the existing
method. The results are shown in Figure 15. From Figure 15, we find out that when the
azimuth width is large, without Doppler blocking, the fitting errors of spatial variant
AFP model will be significant, meaning that ANCS cannot completely eliminate them.
Comparing this with Figure 10, with Doppler blocking, the spatial variant width of AFP
in Doppler blocks is smaller, that is, the spatial variation of AFP is small enough, so the
accuracy of spatial variant AFP model is high enough and ANCS can fully achieve its
original purpose. The significant azimuth defocusing in the Figure 15 can prove this, while
in Figure 10, the targets are well focused.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 15. Contours of imaging scene edge targets using existing method in [31] without RCM. (a) P1,
(b) P2, (c) P3, (d) P4.

4.2. Raw Data Processing

We conducted the SAR flying experiment to obtain raw data for validation of the
imaging algorithm. The raw data was obtained by UAV Bi-SAR spotlight system. The flight
speeds of the transmitter and the receiver are 18 m/s and 20 m/s, respectively. The flight
trajectory is approximately parallel, and the flight heights are 500 m and 400 m, respectively.
The reference slant range of the scene center is 1500 m. Limited by system performance,
the transmitting signal bandwidth is 50 MHz, the frequency band is Ku and the synthetic
aperture time is about 3 s.

In the experimental scene as shown in Figure 16a, we can see natural scenes such as
trees and grassland, as well as artificial scenes such as roads, buildings and transponders. In
UAV Bi-SAR images as shown in Figure 16b, the RCS reflects the microwave characteristics
of objects. Due to system limitations, the range resolution is low. SAR images of trees
are very similar to optical images and are focused on point targets. Due to the presence
of metal structures in buildings, their microwave reflection performance is excellent, and
their RCS is high, making them strong point targets in Bi-SAR image. Roads have a strong
ability to absorb radar signals, resulting in dark areas in Bi-SAR images. We placed two
transponders at both ends of the grassland for imaging index evaluation. It can be seen
that due to the extremely high RCS of the transponders, their response in the Bi-SAR image
is the focused strong point target.
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(a) (b)

Figure 16. Optical and UAV Bi-SAR image of observed scene. (a) Optical image, (b) UAV Bi-SAR
ground image.

The processing results using the existing method in [31] and the proposed method in
this article are shown in Figure 17a and Figure 17b respectively. Due to the instability of
the UAV, limited inertial navigation system (INS) accuracy and large motion errors, phase
gradient autofocusing (PGA) is used to enhance the image effect. In Figure 17b, it can be
noted that the transponder targets are well focused, while the left and right road edges are
very clear, in clear contrast to surrounding ground. While the image is defocused using
existing method in Figure 17a, and the response results of the transponders are shown
in Figure 18. The focusing effect of the transponders is shown in Figure 19. Figure 19d,h
show the contour map of the transponder, and Figure 19b,f show the azimuth slice of
the transponder. The transponders can be well focused using the proposed method and
the evaluation results of their response are shown in Table 3. However, the comparison
algorithm may encounter defocusing problems caused by large azimuth width and small
time-bandwidth product caused by large motion errors in Figure 17a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. UAV Bi-SAR real data imaging result. (a) Processed with existing method in [31].
(b) Processed with proposed method.
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Under current parameters, due to weak azimuth spatial variability of AFP and low
range resolution, defocusing and residual RCM will not occur in Figure 18. In actual
processing, motion compensation and autofocusing are required, but this is not the key of
this article, and specific methods will not be introduced here.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 18. Evaluation results of targets using existing method in [31]. (a) RCM curve of P1, (b) Range
slice of contour map of P1, (c) Azimuth slice of contour map of P1, (d) 2D contour map of P1, (e) RCM
curve of P2, (f) Range slice of contour map of P2, (g) Azimuth slice of contour map of P1, (h) 2D
contour map of P1.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 19. Evaluation results of targets using proposed method. (a) RCM curve of P1, (b) Range slice
of contour map of P1, (c) Azimuth slice of contour map of P1, (d) 2D contour map of P1, (e) RCM
curve of P2, (f) Range slice of contour map of P2, (g) Azimuth slice of contour map of P1, (h) 2D
contour map of P1.

Table 3. Evaluation results of UAV Bi-SAR real data imaging using proposed method.

Points
Range

Resolution
(m)

Azimuth
Resolution

(Hz)

Range PSLR
(dB)

Azimuth
PSLR (dB)

Range ISLR
(dB)

Azimuth
ISLR (dB)

P1 2.6367 0.2051 −13.64/−14.01 −13.41/−13.04 −11.97 −10.15
P2 2.6953 0.2014 −13.84/−13.44 −13.39/−13.04 −11.37 −10.20

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an improved UAV Bi-SAR imaging algorithm with 2D spatial variant
RCMC and ANPE is proposed. Comparing with the traditional UAV Bi-SAR frequency
domain imaging algorithm, this method combines Doppler blocking with ANCS, enabling
the algorithm to adapt to stronger azimuth spatial variance, thus enhancing the robustness
of the algorithm, which is of great significance. Specifically, the main contribution is to
combine Doppler blocking with ANCS, and to provide a detailed derivation and conclusion
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of the blocking criteria. Doppler blocking has the ability to correct the azimuth spatial
variant range curving and RCM high-order terms. Combined with ANCS, it can eliminate
the spatial variant AFP model errors, the distortion introduced by ANCS, and phase
errors caused by distortion, so that the image can be well-focused in the scene with severe
azimuth spatial variance. Results from simulations and UAV Bi-SAR real data processing
are provided to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm. This method will
support research on 3D imaging of distributed SAR systems in the future, mainly applied
to 2D imaging.
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